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A STATISTICAL MODEL OF MINERAL WEALTH IN WEST CENTRAL MONTANA 
Director: Arnold J. Silverman / f ,
Approximately 338 square miles of plutonic terrane in West Central 
Montana was used as a base in the construction of a multivariate 
statistical model for mineral wealth assessment. The purpose of the 
research was to quantitatively correlate measurements on mineral 
wealth with geologic vairiables for 109 subdivisions (cells) in the 
study area. The geologic variables were measured as counts, e.g., 
number of dikes and fault intersections, percentages of rock types, 
and lengths of rock contacts and faults, as taken from geologic maps. 
Mineral wealth classes aire assigned to each cell as indicated by their 
cumulative production. Multiple discriminant analysis and 
classification was used to generate the probability of a cell 
belonging to each value group as a function of the geologic variables. 
Those cells reclassified by the model into a higher value group than 
that originally assigned would warrant further exploration. In 
addition, the model has the potential for extrapolation into 
unexplored areas in which exploration decisions are made based on the 
probability of a cell belonging to a particular class of mineral 
wealth.
The results of the study appear reasonable both geologically and 
statistically, thereby suggesting the high potential of this type of 
quantitative geologic analysis as a regional exploration and/or 
assessment tool.
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INTRODUCTION
The objective of this research is the application of quantitative 
geological analysis to estimate mineral wealth of a specific region or 
area. For this purpose, a multivariate statistical model was constructed 
that would associate probability of occurrence of some measure of mineral 
wealth with the geology for each subdivision of the study area. This 
approach has been patterned after a similar analysis by DeVerle Harris 
(1966 and 1984).
The basic premise of this study is that mineral deposition is the 
result of physical and chemical processes that are reflected in age and 
type of rock, structural features, rock fracturing, and age and contact 
relationships. Collectively these characteristics form a general geologic 
occurrence model for mineral deposition within the area. The problem 
considered is that of quantitatively or statistically relating these 
features.
The statistical model constructed to do this must include the 
characteristics of the geologic model for the region in which it was 
designed. Model design must also use the level of geologic information 
that is uniformly available and interpretable for that area, which in this 
case is geologic maps of varying scales and published data on mineral 
deposits. The question to be answered, as stated first by Harris, is; can 
geologic information at the reconnaissance level be quantified and 
statistically related to mineral wealth in order to provide a meaningful 
quantified relationship.
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The value of such an analysis is its application as an exploration or 
assessment tool. For each subdivision (cell) of the area, those cells 
deserving further exploration will be distinguished on the basis of their 
geology. Secondly, the statistical process will weight geologic features 
(variables) according to their degree of influence on ore deposition for 
the geologic terrane of the study area. Thirdly, the statistical base 
determined for the study area can be used to compute probabilities for the 
cell belonging to a value class. Thus exploration and/or planning 
decisions can be made using the probability of that cell belonging to a 
high value class, i.e. high mineral potential. Lastly, the potential 
exists to extrapolate the model into areas with unknown mineral wealth 
outside the study area providing there is a similar geologic setting and 
mineralizing events.
THE STUDY AREA
The study area is located between the cities of Lincoln and Helena, 
Mt., and straddles the continental divide in West Central Montana. This 
particular area was picked primarily because of its suitability to the 
analysis. It is well explored with numerous known mineral occurrences and 
yet still has high potential for undiscovered deposits. It also has 
fairly good geologic map coverage at varying scales, and in comparison to 
adjacent areas, has more published geologic literature.
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FIGURE 2
Generalized geologic map of the Boulder Batholith region 
(from Robinson et. al., 1968)
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The boundaries of the study area were determined by the available map 
coverage, the location of mineral deposits, and proximity to plutons.
The size was limited to an area that could be evaluated in a 
reasonable time period and yet provide enough data to be statistically 
modeled, Deverle Harris (1966), in a similar study, used an area of about 
97,200 square miles situated in Arizona and New Mexico with a grid network 
constructed of 20 by 20 mile squares. This study involves about 338 
squaire miles with grid cells of 3*1 square miles (or the equivalent of 5 
square km.). This modification was initiated to see of it is possible to 
use multivariate statistical analysis on smaller cells with refined 
geologic data and still obtain geologically useful results. If so, the 
applicability of the method as an exploration or land management planning 
tool would be greatly increased in that targeted areas could be smaller 
and more defined.
The geology of the study area is complex and predominantly plutonic.
It encompasses the northern end of the Boulder Batholith and several 
satellite stocks and plugs trending northwest from the batholith. These 
intrusions and associated volcanics «ire primarily felsic in composition, 
porphyritic in texture, Cretaceous and Tertiary in age, and have the 
characteristics of epizonal plutons. The sedimentary rock units are both 
marine and nonmarine and range in age from Precambrian to Recent. In 
addition, portions of the analysis area were significantly thrust faulted 
and folded by Laramide east-west compressional forces. The series of 
geologic events, as summarized from Robertson (1956, pg 11-12) are:
1. relatively uninterrupted deposition from the Precambrian to the 
Mesozoic.
2. warping and erosion prior to the outpouring of volcanics.
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3. accumulation of several thousand feet of andésite and basalt as 
flows pyroclastics, and volcanically derived sediments in the late 
Cretaceous (the Elkhorn Mt. Volcanics).
4. followed by folding prior to emplacement of the Boulder Batholith.
5. several intrusive stages of the Boulder Batholith, compositionally 
ranging from monzonite to granodiorite. Most mineralization occurred at 
this time, principally in veins that are in quartz monzonite but some in 
veins in volcanic rocks.
6. a period of erosion and sedimentation early in the Tertiary.
7. rhyolite was subsequently extruded in the upper Eocene onto eroded 
batholithic and older rocks and accompanied by NW trending normal 
faulting.
8. two stages of glaciation followed in the Pleistocene.
Generally, the analysis area is geologically similar to that used in
the Harris study of the Basin and Range province of Arizona and New 
Mexico. Important ore deposits in the area of the Harris study, as 
outlined by Anderson (1968), are of Mesozoic and Tertiary age, dominated 
by the porphyry copper deposits that are spatially related to stocks, 
plugs, sills, or porphyritic dikes. In addition, important breccia pipes, 
veins, and limestone replacement deposits are presumed to be genetically 
related to the various intrusives. Host rocks for these deposits include 
associated Mesozoic and early Tertiary intrusive rocks, Precambrian schist 
and granitic rocks. Paleozoic limstones, Mesozoic porphyritic andésite and 
Mesozoic arkose and siltstone.
The ore deposits in the area from Lincoln to Helena in west central 
Montana are also plutonically associated. Porphyry copper deposits, 
although not exploited, have been located in the Silver Bell Stock
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southeast of Lincoln (McKee, 1978), the Bald Butte copper-molybdenum 
deposit near Marysville and the Heddleston deposit on Rogers Pass 
(McClernan, 1983). Epithermal gold and silver mineralization genetically 
related to mid-Tertiary volcanism and the granitic stocks (Melson, 1971) 
has resulted in several deposits in the study area, including the rich 
Marysville Drumlummon Mine and the Jay (jould Mine within the Granite Peak 
Stock, Contact metasomatic deposits of gold, silver, and tungsten occur 
frequently in the border zone of the Boulder Batholith where it is in 
contact with carbonate sedimentary rocks. These lodes are irregular, 
pipelike and generally small without extensive alteration envelopes. The 
richest of these is probably the Spring Hill Mine, southwest of Helena,
which was mined for silver and lead (McClernan, 1976 and 1983). The
Elliston and Rimini Districts include numerous ore deposits located within 
the Batholith, These occur as replacement veins within the quartz 
monzonite and as fissure fillings within the overlying Elkhorn Mountain 
Volcanics. East and northeast trending faults act as hosts for the veins 
of primarily galena, sphalerite and pyrite. Many of these veins are 
characterized by a preponderance of tourmaline and quartz as gangue 
constituents, Chalcedonic veins through this portion of the Batholith, 
although mostly barren, are known to contain occasional uranium minerals . 
Two low grade gold deposits in the Elliston area (the Porphyry Dike and 
Pauper's Dream,) occur in rhyolite flows and tuff breccias of Tertiary 
age. They have yet to be exploited.
The geology and mineral deposits of the study area have been further
addressed by Becraft et al (1963), Knopf (1913, 1963), Lusty (1973),
Pardee and Schrader (1933), Pinckney (1965), Robertson (1956), and Ruppel 
(1963).
Geologic Model
Geologic Variables
In the Harris model (1966), the probability of mineral.wealth is 
conditional upon four geologic variables. Given the similarity of the 
analysis areas, these variables, with some modifications, are applicable 
in this study and are as follows:
(a) Age and Type of Rock: For the plutonic dominated geologic
province, the frequency of occurrence of metal deposits is greatest in 
those rocks associated with the igneous rocks or the igneous rocks 
themselves, and/or it may be the joint occurrence of igneous intrusives 
and chemically favorable sedimentary rocks.
(b) Rock Fracturing: Faults, fractures, and fissures are 
unquestionably related to ore deposition in the plutonic environment.
They often provide the opening that is filled by the minerals deposited by 
the fluids and gases emanating from the intensive and by chemical 
interaction of these emanations with the host rock. Whether the deposit 
is formed by replacement or by open space filling, a well fractured rock 
aids in its formation.
(c) Age and Contact Relations: Contact relations and age of igneous 
activity are also important considerations in the deposition of 
ore-forming minerals. For example, a host of metals are found in contact 
metasomatic deposits which occur where Cretaceous or Tertiary igneous 
intrusives are in contact with limestone formations. It has also been 
observed that there is a difference in favorability for ore formation, as 
in the case where Precambrian sills found throughout the Belt have 
negligible contact metamorphism of the adjacent rocks.
(d) Structural Forms; Lastly, Harris considered structural forms, 
which are possibly not related directly to the localization of an ore 
body, but may be important at the reconnaissance level of exploration; 
i.e., structural lineaments are regional faults indicating zones of 
weakness in the earth's crust along which igneous bodies and ore bearing 
fluids move. Local structural highs, such as anticlines or domes, may be 
the reflection of an underlying igneous stock or a localizing agent for 
ore fluids.
The mineral deposit descriptions supplied in the literature and a 
cursory visual inspection of the location of ore deposits overlain on a 
geologic map of the Helena area confirms the importance of these variables 
generally (see Plates 1 and 2). Most ore deposits are found within or in 
close proximity to the Boulder Batholith and its associated plutons.
These intrusives, in turn, are commonly associated with faults (see 
Figures 3 and 4). In addition, the location and strike of faults and 
intrusives is in a northwesterly direction, suggesting a lineal trend of 
structural weakness. Contact relations between the intrusives and sedi­
mentary formations are also obvious in that mineral locations commonly 
occur along the perimeter of the plutons.
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the Universal Transverse Mercater 
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Geologic Variables
These variables, in order to be quantified for statistical analysis 
must be put in a measurable form as counts, percentages, and lengths.
They are as follows:
Age and type of rock
PCSED = % Precambrian sedimentary rock (members of the Belt 
Supergroup)
PCIG = % Precambrian intrusions (diabase and gabbro sills)
G70IG = % igneous intrusions greater then 70 ra.y. old
(Cretaceous, felsic, porphyritic, and ranging in 
composition from monzonite to granodiorite)
L70IG = % igneous intrusions less then 70 m.y. old (Tertiary,
felsic porphyritic, ranging in composition from dacite to 
granodiorite)
G70VOL= % volcanic rocks greater then 70 m.y. (Cretaceous basalt 
and andésite)
L70VOL= % volcanic rocks less then 70 m.y. (Tertiary, felsic and 
rhyolitic)
VOL = % of volcanic rocks
IG = % of igneous intrusions
INEX = % intrusions and extrusions
P&M = % Mesozoic and Paleozoic sedimentary rock
Rock Fracturing
FTLGTH = total length of faults within each cell (in meters)
FTINX = no. of fault intersections
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THFT = no. of thrust faults
DIKES = no, of igneous dikes (differs in age and composition
from surrounding rocks)
Age and Contact Relations
IGSED = length of contact between igneous intrusive rocks and 
sedimentary rocks (in meters)
IGLS = length of contact between igneous intrusions and
limestone or dolomite formations (in meters)
IGVOL = length of contact between intrusives and volcanics (in 
meters)
IGIG = length of contact between intrusive phases of differing
compositions (in meters)
VOLVOL = length of contact between volcanic phases of differing 
compositions (in meters)
IGPCSED = length of contact between intrusives and Precambrian 
sedimentary formations (in meters)
Structural Forms
DISPLU = proximity of cell center to nearest pluton (distance measured 
in meters)
DISANT = proximity of cell center to nearest anticlinal axis (distance 
measured in meters)
The initial selection of geologic variables was patterned after those 
used by Harris but modified in this case to accommodate a smaller study 
area, cell size, and differing geology. For example, an important 
variable in the Harris study was the number of anticlines per cell greater
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than 8 miles in length. This is not applicable to cells that are only 3.1 
miles square, so this variable was modified to DISANT "distance of the 
cell center to the nearest anticlinal axis." In the same manner, it did 
not seem feasible to include distance to regional lineaments, as Harris 
did, because of the smaller size of the study area.
It was an inherent part of the statistical procedure to pick and weigh 
accordingly the combinations of variables most correlative with the 
mineral wealth measure. As a consequence, there was no reason to limit 
the number of variables selected. In fact, almost all possible features 
and combinations of features were used that may be related to mineral 
deposition.
The limitation on the selection of variables is imposed by being 
restricted to the information measurable from geologic maps. This problem 
is compounded when using maps of varying scales and detail. The features 
selected as variables must also be correlative between the maps. For 
example, it was difficult to determine the type of fault (i.e., normal, 
strike-slip, etc.) because this information was not consistently 
symbolized for each map. A more practical, and possibly more relevant 
variable considering the small cell size, was one that reflected the 
intensity of the faulting, such as total fault length and number of fault 
intersections.
The measurements were taken from five geologic maps of differing 
scales (Figure 5) in an effort to extend complete geological map coverage 
to the study area and to optimize the geologic information available on 
larger scale maps.
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FIGURE 5 
MAP SOURCES
(1) Whipple (1979) at 1:48,000
(2) Wallace (1981) at 1:250,000
(3) Knopf (1963) at 1:24,000
(4) Becraft et al (1963) and Ruppel (1963) at 1:48,000 
(geologic data was also obtained from a sketch 
map of the Marysville District, McClernan, 1983)
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The gathering of geodata was assisted by the use of a computerized 
digitizing process in which portions of the five geology maps were 
combined into one scale. This was done such that geologic features have 
been segregated into separate files (e.g., all faults in one file and all 
intrusives in another, etc.). Mineral deposit locations were also plotted 
and sorted as to lode or placer.
In addition, a grid system (Figure 6) was built that was adaptable to 
the scale of each map by using the Universal Transverse Mercater system.
The computer programs and equipment used in this process had been deve­
loped for engineering and map-making purposes by the U.S. Forest Service. 
Percentages of rock types were obtained by the use of a digitizing table 
(Numonics). Lengths and distances were determined by direct measuring 
with a ruler or by wheeling an opisiometer along the contact to be 
measured. Numerous scale conversions were necessary. If alluvium covered 
more then 10 percent of the cell area, that area was proportionally
represented by the other rock types in the cell.
A compilation of the geology plotted at the common scale of 1:250,000 
is displayed in Plate 1. Not all the geological divisions that were 
digitized were included because of the small scale of the display map.
The flexibility exists to plot the map or portions of the map at whatever
scale is desired. This feature makes it easy to match the scale of a base 
map or enlarge areas of interest. One must consider, however, that the 
accuracy of the geologic boundaries and the features included within the 
map are dependent on the scale and accuracy of the original map. 
Nevertheless, computer transposition and compilation of the 5 maps 
resulted in a total error factor of only 36 meters on the ground. This 
factor is much less for the individual maps.
17
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FIGURE 6 
Grid System of 5 Sq. Km. Cells
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Value Variable
The mineral wealth measure of each cell, abbreviated here by the term 
value, was determined by summing the total historical production of metals 
from the mines within each cell expressed in 1984 dollars. The quantity 
(weight) of each metal produced was taken times the average price of that 
metal in 1984; e.g. gold at $360.64 per ounce, silver at $8.41 per ounce, 
copper at 69^ per pound, lead at 270 per pound, and zinc at 500 per pound. 
This was done, in similar manner to Harris* study, in an effort to make 
the gross value term more meaningful for current day exploration and 
evaluation. The prices of metals has changed considerably over time, and 
the value of production is dependent on the contract or spot price of the 
metal during the year the metal was produced.
There is a significant difference between Harris* (1966) method of 
measuring mineral wealth and the method used in this study. Harris 
calculated the total mineral wealth for a mining district and allotted 
that value to each cell depending on what percentage of the cell was 
within that district boundary. He also included a reserve factor by 
plotting bell-shaped curves for production vs. time for each district and 
estimating the amount left unmined. For the Helena area analysis, the 
value measure was determined by summing the total amount of metal (Au, Ag, 
Cu, Pb, and Zn) produced from each mine individually located within the 
cell. This approach seemed more reasonable in that there are problems in 
defining district boundaries and the scale of the cells can differentiate 
single mines. As stated by McClernan (1983, pg.2), the term ’’mining 
district” has been in use for many years to designate a geographic area 
with a concentration of mines. Many districts overlap, and the boundaries
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are not well defined. In addition, geologic constraints on ore types 
should not be assigned to districts as several mineral deposit types exist 
within a mineralized area or loosely defined district. Total production 
figures and the period of production were also difficult to obtain on an 
aggregated district-wide basis, the implication being that no one knew 
where the district boundaries were, and/or records were not kept on a 
district basis.
It also did not appear feasible to generate and include a reserve 
estimate in the same manner as Harris for a variety of reasons. The lode 
mines with past production in the Helena region consisted of high grade 
vein deposits. Most mining was sporadic and usually had taken place 
before 1928, with some production just prior to and during World War II.
As a result of the structure of the deposits, mining was done by 
underground hand-methods and only high grade ores were taken. Wall rock 
disseminations of ore minerals, if present, were not considered economical 
at the time and production usually ceased abruptly against medium to low 
grade walls or shoots. In addition, production figures were sketchy, and 
as stated earlier, were often not available on a district wide basis.
There is some current, small scale production of gold from epithermal 
deposits in the Marysville District, but these figures have not been 
published.
Mineral locations and production figures from each individual mine 
were obtained by cross-referencing data from M.A.S. (U.S. Bureau of Mines, 
Minerals Availability System, printed in 1985), C.R.I.B. (U.S. Geological 
Survey Computerized Resource Inventory Bank, printed in 1978), and 
metallic mineral reports for Lewis and Clark and Powell Counties
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(McClernan, 1976 and 1983). When necessary, the original references 
provided by these sources were sought. In many cases, it was only 
possible to estimate the quantity of metal mined by inferring that the 
grade was the same as that from a mine with similar characteristics in 
close vicinity and tonnage was roughly calculated by the volume of the 
described mine workings. If the only information on production was a 
dollar amount, that amount was converted to a 1984 dollar base.
An objection discussed by Harris (1984) to the use of current prices 
is that it glosses over the effect that price changes have had on the 
quantity of metal produced, the impact of present ore mining and 
processing technology on the tonnage of ore mined, and the economic 
advantages of large scale mining. On the other hand, with the present 
high cost of labor, the many very small, high grade deposits with no 
fringe of low grade ores, that were mined by hand methods in the past, may 
not be considered economical to mine today. The deposits of the Helena 
area are mostly of this type.
The value measure obtained for this study is based on historical 
production. It does not necessarily reflect mineral endowment. In this 
case, it is probably a good reflection of the wealth obtained from high 
grade, shallow, narrow vein deposits but does not reflect the potential 
value of types of deposits that may be there but have not previously 
produced or been discovered. In fact, in the process of studying 
compilations of mineral deposit characteristics by Cox (1983) and Erickson 
(1982), it appears that the geologic environment of the area does fit the 
gross features of other occurrence models of mineral deposits. Hot spring 
type deposits of disseminated gold and/or silver are currently being
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prospected, and porphyry copper-molybdenum deposits have been located but 
not been considered economical to date. There has been, in addition, 
drilling for stratabound copper and silver ores in the Precambrian Belt
formations. Nevertheless, we can probably assume that some of the
geologic variables responsible for high grade vein deposits would be the 
contributing factors to the presence of other plutonically related deposit 
types. The primary link between the lode deposits, hot springs deposit 
(carbonate-hosted and volcanic-hosted) and porphyry deposits would be the 
genetic relationship of those deposit types to the evolution of a 
hydrothermal system (as discussed by Berger, 1982, Silberman, 1982 and
White, 1981). The degree of this relationship for the deposits in the
Helena area is subject to study and considerations such as permeability 
differences, chemical exchanges versus temperature changes and structural 
restrictions should be included in those studies.
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THE STATISTICAL MODEL
The objective of the statistical model is to quantitatively determine 
the effects of the variables taken from the geologic model on mineral 
potential. Multivariate statistical methods provides a means of doing 
this by allowing us to consider simultaneously the way geologic variables 
characterize an observational unit such as measurement of mineral wealth.
Multiple discriminant analysis and classification is the multivariate 
technique employed in this case to investigate the difference in geology 
between classes of mineral wealth. The objective of discriminant analysis 
is to weight and linearly combine the discriminating variables on which 
the groups are expected to differ in some fashion so that the groups are 
forced to be as statistically distinct as possible (Klecka, 1975). In 
other words, we want to be able to "discriminate" between the groups 
(classes of mineral wealth) by using the geologic characteristics to tell 
them apart. Discriminant analysis attempts to do this by forming linear 
combinations of the discriminating variables. These "discriminant 
functions" are of the form
Di = diiZi + di2^2 + + ^ip^P
where Di is the score of the discriminant function; the di's are weighting 
coefficients and the Z*s are the standardized values of the p 
discriminating variables used in the analysis. As stated another way by 
Davis (1973)I the discriminant function transforms an original set of 
measurements on a sample into a single discriminant score. We can, 
therefore, think of the discriminant function as a way of collapsing our 
multivariate problem down into a problem which involves only one variable.
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The maximum number of functions which can be derived is either one 
less than the number of groups or equal to the number of discriminating 
variables if there are more groups then variables. Ideally, the 
discriminant scores (D's) for the cases within a particular group will be 
fairly similar and yet numerically separated from those in other groups. 
Since discriminant functions can be thought of as axes in geometric space, 
they can be used to study the spatial relationships among groups. More 
importantly, the weighting coefficients can serve to identify variables 
which in combination with the other variables contribute most to 
differentiation along the respective dimension (function).
The use of discriminant analysis as a classification technique comes 
after the initial computation of discriminant scores. Assuming a 
multivariate normal distribution, these scores can be converted to 
probabilities for group membership.
The adequacy of the discriminant function can be checked by 
classifying the original set of cases and seeing how many are classified 
correctly. This approach always underestimates the error ratio, however, 
because the data used to build the classification are also used to 
evaluate it. The best test of the model is to apply it to a different 
sample set for which the values are known and determine the degree of 
classification error from that.
Once a set of variables and corresponding discriminant functions is 
found which provides satisfactory discrimination for cases with known 
group memberships, a set of classifications functions can be derived which 
will permit the classification of new cases with unknown membership. For 
example, if a set of geologic characteristics are found that do well in
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predicting the value class to which these cells belong, we can use this 
set of characteristics to predict the likely value class for those cells 
with unknown value.
The statistical package, SPSSx (1984), was used for this analysis.
This package contains a stepwise selection method that will select 
variables for entry into the analysis on the basis of their discriminating 
power. This method makes it possible to reduce a full set of individual 
variables to a set that may be as good or better than the full set.
Wilk's Lambda, a measure of the discriminating power of the battery of 
discriminating functions, was used in this case.
The stepwise procedure begins by selecting the best discriminating 
variable. A second discriminating variable is then selected as the 
variable best able to improve the value of the discrimination criterion in 
combination with the first variable. All subsequent variables are 
similarly selected according to their ability to contribute to further 
discrimination. Variables already selected may be removed if they reduce 
discrimination Wien combined with more recently selected variables or are 
inherently compensated for by previous variables. Eventually the stepwise 
procedure halts and further analysis is performed using only the selected 
variables.
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THE ANALYSIS
Preparatory examination of the data on the individual variables 
revealed that they did not have a normal distribution. Many other 
researchers using statistical analysis on geologic data have also found 
this to be so. Harris (1966), Geoffrey and Wignall (1971), and Sinclair 
and Woodsworth (1973) used various transformations of the data whereby the 
distributions might be brought closer to normality. This is more crucial 
in some statistical procedures then others. Johnson and Wichern (1982) 
state that since the purpose of discriminant analysis is to separate 
populations, it is not essential to assume that the populations are 
multivariate normal. If we operate on the assumption that the 
discriminant scores are normally distributed, then a probability for group 
membership can be computed given the means and variances of the 
populations.
TABLE I
Pearson Correlation Coefficients
VALU F
VALUEPCSEDPCIGG7 0IGG70VOLL70IGL70VOLPSMFTLGTHFTINXDIKESTHFTIGSEDIGLSIGVOLIGIGVOLVOLIGPCSEDDISPLUDISANT
* - SIGNIF. LE * 01
1.ÜV00.2006— .Ob30 -.Ob 45 -.05 40— . 07 0 8 -.0981
” 16390** -.0421 
. 1 9 %  -.0149 -.08 49 -.08 73 -.0642 .24 00— .02 07 -.0344
** - SIGNIF. Lt .001
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Pearson correlation coefficients for each individual variable with 
the variable, VALUE "mineral wealth measure", are listed in Table I. A 
correlation coefficient of "one" would indicate a complete correlation. 
In this case, no single variable is, in itself, correlative to VALUE. 
DIKES "no. of dikes", however, is notable with a correlation coefficient 
of .6390.
These results substantiate the need for a multivariate statistical 
technique in which it is suspected that a simultaneous consideration of 
variables would be more appropriate.
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Whole Model Analysis
The first step in the analysis was to place each of the 109 cells of 
the study area into one of four mineral wealth classes based upon the 
present day value of cumulative production of the five metals within the 
cells (Table II).
TABLE II
Classes of Mineral Wealth
Interval Index No. of 
Cells
Range of Wealth (U.S. $ 
1984 base)
1 79 0 - 50,000
2 15 50,000 - 1,000,000
3 8 1,000,000 - 10,000,000
4 7 10,000,000 or more
Multiple discriminant analysis was then performed for the cells of 
each of the four groups in order to develop a set of discriminant 
equations that would describe the influence of geology upon cell 
membership in one of these groups. A stepwise method was used in order to 
determine the variable combinations that significantly contribute to the 
analysis, i.e., maximized Wilk's Lambda with an "F" value greater than 
one.
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Actual cell values for Classes 3 and 4 are listed in Table III
TABLE III 
Cell Values for Classes 2, 3 and 4
Values Cell Number
562086 56
50887 31
Class 4 49254 57
34886 8
20491 63
17309 75
13898 99
9824 50
6833 89
6110 97
Class 3 5221 3
4626 81
2274 106
1601 105
1266 100
827 61
670 29
670 30
457 107
430 25
423 2
Class 2 417 98
354 67
193 104
165 60
136 73
99 13
99 21
99 22
89 74
* Thousands of dollars (1984 base)
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Note in Table IV that IGVOL "length of the intrusive and volcanic rock 
contact" has an F value of 12.556. This is a conditional F measuring the 
discrimination introduced by the variable after taking into account the 
discrimination achieved by the other selected variables. In contrast, the 
variable PCIG "% of Precambrian intrusives" missed being included in the 
succeeding procedures with an F value of .97158. The variable DIKES 
"number of dikes", on the other hand, is a variable expected to be 
included based on the earlier correlation analysis.
The objective is to use the best combination of variables, it does not 
mean that the other variables, while not selected in the stepwise 
procedure, are not important in ore deposition. These are simply the best 
set of variables that characterize the geologic features that the cells 
within each group (value class) have in common. It may also be that one 
variable is inherently compensated for by the presence of another 
variable. For example, INEX "total percentage of igneous rocks" is better 
represented by the combination of L70IG "percentage of intrusive rocks 
less than 70 m.y." and IGSED "length of contact between igneous and 
sedimentary rocks." Essentially, variables are not included if they don’t 
improve the combination already selected. In fact, they are removed by 
the procedure if they worsen it. This makes it somewhat presumptuous to 
draw any kind of geologic conclusions from the selection of variables at 
this point, especially when considering the diversity of the deposit types 
and geologic complexity of the area.
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TABLE IV
Variables Selected in Stepwise Procedure 
for Whole Model Analysis
MAXIMUM F TO PEMuVE.......................
CANONICAL d i s c r i m i n a n t  FUNCTIONS
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS..............
m i n i m u m  CUMULATIVE PERCENT OF VARIANCE.. MAXIMUM SIGNIFICANCE OF WILKS* LAMQOA...
1. 0000
3100.00 1. 0000
PRIOR PROBABILITY FOR EACH GROUP IS 0.25000 
 -----   VARIABLES IN THE ANALYSIS AFTER STEP 11
VARIABLE
IGSEDIGLSIGVOLVOLVOLIGPCSEDPCSEDG7 0VOLL70IGFTLGTH
TOLERANCE
0. 180 4338 0.5101879 0.5542102 0. 583 1182 0.217 0469 0.4627511 0.6642520 0.5357395 0.51/3796 0.7477911 0.6317144
F TO REMOVE
3. 0974 2.3801
4.63601.77693.98814. 0033 2.3919
WILKS* LAMBDA
0.4172319 0.3267567 0.3780382 0.3199693 0.3425082 0. 3155330 0.3363953
VARIABLE TOLERANCE
VARIABLES NOT
MINIMUMTOLERANCE
IN THE ANALYSIS 
F TO ENTER
a f t e r s t e p  11 - 
WILKS* LAMBDA
IGIGDISPLUDISANTPCIGG70IGL7 0V0LPSMFTINXINEXVOLIG
0.7182775 Q. 645 7 9 5 2 0.8147193 0.8110184 0.4748293 0.6120559 0.4247753 0.3211965 0. 165 2002 0. 507 2865 0 . 425 7 1 97
0.1789612 0.1654088 0.1673685 0.1783730 0.1521187 0.1654088 0.1789612
0.224050.50337U.34388E-010.971580.914760.30407
0.61547 0. 30407 0.91476
0.2966476 0.2940450 0.2984413 0.2897832 0.290 2939 0.2958973 0.2913646 0.2922059 0.2930133 0.2958973 0.2902939
F LEVEL OR TOLER ANCE UR VIN INSUEF TCIENT FDR FURTHER COMPUTATION.
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The three unstandardized discriminant equations produced by the 
analysis are
disci = -.1375050E-03igsed + .6384485E-04igis + .2920662E-03igvol 
-.2635146E-O4volvol + .3377251E_03igpcsed -
.9927536E-02pcsed 3241146E-01g70vol - •1335771E-01170ig
+ .1250282E-03ftigth +.202493&dikes “ •2878928^hft
- .6054557
disc2 = -,3466845E-03igsed + .2675840E-03igis - .3161709E-O3igvol 
+.34251 58E-03vo1 vol '4651991E-03igpcsed “
.1037642E-01pcsed +.2l69424E-01g70vol * .37l6254E-01i7Qig 
+ .25O863OE—04f'tigth —"1271270E—Oldikes *■
.2320507E-01thft + .4740469 
disc3 = -,4798706E-04igsed + .2682537E-03igis + .20l8025E-03igvol
+.2752986E—03volvol *10258l6E—O3igpQg0d
.2064154E-02pcsed -.286l591E-01g70vol + .4056789E-03i?oig
- .878l522E-04ftigth 1626588^1kes + -3971941thft
- .21523 88
The discriminating power of the discriminant functions for the classes 
of mineral wealth is listed in Table V. The first discriminant function 
is 70% responsible in explaining the variation in mineral wealth. This 
function serves to distinguish the highest value group from the other 
three, while the third function primarily differentiates the group with 
the least value from the other three. In addition, the first two have 
Chi-squared values that indicate that the null hypothesis (that there is
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TABLE V
Function Statistics 
Whole Model Analysis
c a n o n i c a l  d i s c r i m i n a n t  f u n c t i o n s
FUNCTION EIGENVALUE ^VARTANCE^ ^^PEHCENT^
I: 1.152268 : i U 3 f 6y . 65 9U.R5 lOO.OO
CANONICALCORRELATION
0.7316913
♦ MARKS THE 3 CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION(S) 
TO BF USED IN ?HE REMAINING ANALYSTS.
; AFTER; FUNCTION WILKS' LAMBDA CHI-SQUARED D.P. SIGNIFICANCE
0.29876880.64302820.86857=8
121.41 44.377 14.160
Ü,0000 0.0013 0.1167
no distance between the centroids of the groups) is rejected at levels 
less than .0000 and .0013. In other words, the random chance of producing 
differences as large as those found in this eleven-dimensional 
multivariate distribution is negligible. We can, therefore, conclude that 
the multiple discriminant model used to distinguish between cells of the 
selected value classes on the basis of their profile of geologic 
measurements is statistically significant.
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The relative contributions of the eleven discriminating variables to 
the respective functions can be observed in Table VI. The percentage 
contribution of each variable to the whole function can be determined by 
dividing the coefficient of the variable by the sum of all the 
coefficients (ignoring the sign) and multiplying by 100.
TABLE VI 
Whole Model Analysis 
STANDARDIZED CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS
IGSEDIGLSIGVOLVOLVOLIGPCSEDPCSEDG7 0VOL
FTLGTH
FUN C 1
.41354 
oil 53 46
0.41666 0.50440 0.19738 0.59500 0.49154 0.3 7579
FUVC 2
>1.19392 0.56966 0.R1565 0.64992 1.32747 0.43550 0,33795 -0.54915 0.1193H -0. 03086 0.03029
FUNC 3
-0.16526 0.5/108 0.52060 0.52238 0.29272 0.08663 -0.44577 0.00599 -0.41791 -0.39484 0.51847
It is beyond the scope of this study to analyze the importance of the 
particular weighting coefficients. One problem in doing this is the 
diversity of deposit types represented by the functions. Another is that 
the coefficients are derived in combination with the other variables, 
which may contribute either positively or negatively. Nevertheless, one 
can hypothesize why one variable might contribute more than another.
For example, IGVOL "length of contact between intrusives and 
volcanics" contributes 15% to the first discriminating function. This 
feature is prevalent in the Elliston and Rimini mining areas. These areas 
have produced large amounts of ore and comprise many of the cells within
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the high value classes. As noted by Robertson (1956) and Pinckney (1965),
the ore in this area of the Batholith is found in the faults of the
outermost shell of the intrusive and the overlying roof rocks of Elkhorn 
Mountain volcanics. The areal contact between these rock types, as 
represented by the variable, would likely be areas where erosion has 
exposed these vein deposits.
IGPCSED "length of contact between intrusives and Precambrian 
sedimentary formations" contributes the most (19%) to the first 
discriminant function. This is understandable since six out of the seven 
cells within the highest value class occur vhere Precambrian sediments 
Gave been intruded.
A preliminary appraisal of the model, as discussed earlier, is to
compare the way in which it classifies cells with the original
organization used as input to the multiple discriminant analysis. 
Classification means the process of identifying the likely group 
membership of a cell when the only information known is raw data on the 
discriminating variables. Under the assumption of a multivariate normal 
distribution for the discriminant scores, the classification scores can be 
converted to probabilities for group membership. The cell is assigned to 
the group for which it has the highest probability of membership.
Classification plots are useful for examining the relationship of 
groups to each other and graphically depicting misclassification. Figure 
7 is a territorial plot of the linear classification boundaries of the 
four value groups.
The axes of the plot are the discriminant scores calculated from the 
first two discriminant functions extracted from the analysis. The 
asterisks mark the mean discriminant score for the cells within that value
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Class, The greater the spread between the groups, the better the 
discrimination between the classes, keeping in mind that more than just 
the distance between the means should be considered, but also the 
variability (i.e., standard deviation within that group that will 
influence the degree of overlap between the groups). The distance 
depicted here is not pronounced but is apparent none the less. It is 
encouraging that the greatest spread is between Class 1, cells with the 
lowest values, and Class 4, those cells with the highest values.
Figure 8 is a combination plot of all the cells in which the overlap 
between the groups can be observed. The location of individual cells can 
be identified by using the first two discriminant scores in Table V as 
coordinates.
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Figure 9 (a, b, c, d) also indicates the distribution of the various value 
classes by a plot of the first two discriminant scores for each cell that 
belongs to the group,
a) Group  ̂ Up to 50*
C A M U H C t L  OISCPI*
I*(01CITES * CEWTl'nif
FUNCTION 1
7 * f-
b) Group 2 50 to 1,000
rsno*» i to 1100 * IWOICITES * CUOiiP centpoio
riNUNlClL OISCHINININT FUNCTION 1 
-6 -N -2 0 Î 4 F
FIGURE 9
Separate Group Scatterplots 
Whole Model Analysis
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Table VII indicates for each cell: 1) the actual group in which it
was first determined the cell belonged, 2) the group predicted by the
model, 3) the probability of membership of the cell to the predicted
group, and 4) the cell discriminant scores. A "starred" cell indicates
that it was raisclassified by the statistical procedure.
TABLE VII
Classification Results and Discriminant Functions
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Classification Results and Discriminant Functions
2 0.3133 0.5398 1 0.4562 -0. 45 13 0.6916 0.72301 0. 6332 0,6772 7 0.3182 - 1.0120 -0.0062 1.11481 0.4706 0. 7491 7 0.2474 -0.8111 0.2558 0.15544 0.6333 0.7072 2 0.2055 1.6919 0.8851 -0.92791 0.54yR 0,7276 ? 0.3 30 1 -0 .0709 -1.15321 0.yi50 0,9181 2 -0.8480 -0.8331 -0.5787
* ## 1 0.36 52 0,9331 2 0.0633 -1.7594 -0.5363 -C.25981 0,9134 0.5987 2 0.3675 0.1263 0.1627 -0.17921 0,9366 0.7916 7 0. 2040 -0.8332 0.0708 0.09881 0.9122 0,5411 2 0,4369 -0.0550 0.1757 0.35551 0,9207 0.6082 2 0.3845 -0.3064 0.5849 -0.07H71 O.9H0O 0.8653 2 0,1219 -0.6965 -0,4705 -0.17581 0.6221 0,5255 2 0.4154 -0. 1389 -0.4179 1.10062 0.5333 0,8799 3 0,0556 1.4643 0.7531 1.73964 0,3324 0.9500 ? 0. 0483 3.2013 2.2307 0.21864 0,2590 0.9439 2 0,0547 3.2058 2,3716 0.29501 0.9651 0,7403 2 0,2558 -0.6405 0 .4374 -0.20802 0.2199 0.5617 1 0,437/ -1.3151 0.7850 1.74791 0. 4523 0.9311 2 0.0170 -1.6742 -0.9893 -0.84123 0.6724 0.833 8 I 0.0781 0.8300 -1.8986 0.94H21 0.3211 0,557 5 2 0. 3891 -0.0232 -0.2799 0.65514 0,8293 0,9944 3 0,0045 3.9160 0.7450 -1.0070
i. 0.9125 0,7132 1 0,2831 -0. 1906 1.0583 0.87341 0.9535 0,7275 2 0,2685 -0.6055 0,4740 -0,21522 0. 2983 0.5632 1 0,4363 -1.7483 0.9575 1.51991 0,0457 0,9854 2 0,0145 -2.46H3 0.7755 -2.02193 0. 54 31 0.4559 1 0.3823 0,6037 -1.1085 0.15013 0.2146 0.5747 1 0,4010 0.3184 -2.O50O -0.82281 0.8402 0.8052 2 0.1342 -0.3980 -0.9280 0.16 291 0. 369 3 0.7509 2 0.2204 -0.5348 -0.5545 0.54101 0.2233 0,9319 2 0,0680 -1.7821 1.0806 -1.33H21 0. 6333 0.9508 2 0, 0481 -1,2609 0.0079 -1.21431 0.9196 0.8996 2 0.0381 -0.6278 -0.4762 -0.64333 0,56 57 0.9266 I 0.0549 0.7677 -7.2440 0.9H271 0.3430 0.9 28 3 2 0,0646 -1.13/4 -0.7534 -0.1JH 41 0,9823 0,7736 2 0.2222 -0.5721 0.3059 -0.23S51 0.7671 0.6085 2 0,2811 0.4389 -0.2280 -0.46=33 0.0202 0,9996 I 0.0003 1.3612 “ 4,6657 0.89941 0.6014 0. 5254 3 0.2666 0.2503 -1.0135 0.45293 0,6987 0.9865 2 0.0086 1,9380 -1.9612 1.61083 0.9865 0,9738 1 0.0156 2.7947 -1.7215 0.52853 0,5233 0.3652 1 0.355/ 0.7918 -0.7051 0.15991 0,9585 0.7275 2 0.2685 -0.6055 0.4740 -0.21522 0.2295 0,9333 1 0. 0665 -0.4860 2.0828 2. 1154
2 0.0021 0.9895 3 0. 007U 1.2799 1.2266 4.47683 0.2813 0,9937 2 0.0048 2.1609 -2.1399 2.33493 0.0000 1,0000 4 0.0000 5.1631 -4.559s 2.37711 0.93 3 4 0.6978 2 0.2932 -0. 3943 0.2455 -0.06931 0.9452 0.7127 7 0.2805 -0.40 30 0.4613 -0.97791 0.9452 0.7127 2 0.2305 -0.4030 0.461J -0.3779
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Table VIII is a summary classification table indicating that 73 
percent of the cells were classified correctly by the analysis.
For exploration purposes, the cells of most interest would be those 
input as a Class 1 (having a production value of less than 50 thousand 
dollars) that are now predicted to be in Class 4 (with a value of over 10 
million dollars). Cells #7 and #49 are illustrative of this situation. 
These misclassifications or "reclassifications" appear to be reasonable 
from a geological standpoint as well. They have all the geological 
features of nearby cells that are classified correctly in high value 
classes. In fact, there are no cells reclassified into Class 4 that are 
not adjacent to known mining districts. Cell #7 is located adjacent to 
the Heddleston District, just west of the Mike Horse Mine and cell #49 is 
just north of a rich cell in the Marysville District. Two cells belonging
TABLE VIII
Summary Classification Table 
Whole Model Analysis
CLASSIFICATION RFSULTS -
actual c r o u p
GROUP Iup to 50
GROUP 250 to 1000
GROUP1000 to 10000
GROUP 410000 or more
NO. OF CASES PREDICTED1 GROUP m e m b e r s h i p2 3 4
79 64 81.U% 810.1%
56.3% 22.5%
15 640. 0% 746.7%
n0. 0% 213.3%
b 225.0% 00.0% 450. 0% 2■>5.0%
7 0Ü. 0% 114.3% 14. 3% 571. 4%
PERCENT OF "GROUPED" CASES CORRECTLY CLASSIFIED: 73.39'
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to Class 2 were reclassified into Class 4, and these might also be of 
interest. One of these, Cell #2, is also located in the Heddleston area. 
Cell #74 is located northwest of the Scratchgravel Hills District and 
mapped as having plutons which are in contact with Precambrian sediments, 
numerous dikes, and several faults, variables Wiich were previously 
determined to contribute significantly to the first discriminant function.
From another standpoint, there are some cells known to be in high 
value classes that have been misclassified into lower classes. This 
suggests that there is some geologic feature not being adequately 
represented by the selected variables and the model.
For example. Cell #50 was classified by the model as belonging to 
Class 1 when it actually belongs in Class 3, having within it one mine 
with past production. And, although the cell is adjacent to the 
Marysville District, it does not contain the important discriminating 
variables of other cells in this area. A brief mine description of the 
sole property within the cell, as listed in CRIB, states that the mine was 
developed in hornsfelsic Precambrian sediments. One can presume then, 
that the contact aureole of the Marysville stock extends into this cell, 
and that the mineral deposit is genetically related to the stock. Contact 
alteration characteristics were not included in the analysis because they 
were not featured on most of the geologic maps used. Yet in this case, 
this appears to be a significant geologic feature that might indicate 
possible ore deposition. Or, it may be that the ore deposits within this 
cell are of a different type (model) than the high grade vein deposits 
typical throughout the region. There is, however, no information 
available with which to make this distinction.
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Cell #31, located in the Stemp le-Gould District was misclassified from 
a Class 4 into a Class 2 grouping. As shown back in Table III, this area 
is actually known to have the second highest dollar value of all the 
cells. In this case, the cell does contain geologic features used by the 
model as discriminating variables; e.g., a certain percentage of 
intrusions, an igneous dike, and over 1,700 meters of contact between the 
plutons and Precambrian sediments. Possibly it just misses the 
classification cutoffs of the discriminant functions or the correct 
geologic variable(s) have not been chosen for this mineralization site.
The cell does lack any intrusive-volcanic rock contact, a variable that 
contributes positively in the first discriminant function. It may also be 
the age designations of the intrusions are influential in this 
misclassification. The large granitic stock occurring within the cell is 
labeled as Tertiary by Whipple (1979), and entered into the data base as
such. However, on the Preliminary Butte 2 degree sheet (Wallace et al,
1981), the stock is labeled as Cretaceous, i.e., greater than 70 m.y. old.
If the stock were entered in the data base as belonging in the latter age
group, the cell may have been classified differently.
Regardless, the fact that these cells were isolated by the analysis 
makes them subject to study and gives clues as to problems or changes that 
should be addressed in using the statistical model.
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Positively Based Analysis
The previous analysis was termed a whole model analysis because the 
model was constructed using cells with no historical production (assigning 
them a zero vaOLue) along with those that had past production. By 
classifying these cells as having no or little value, when it may actually 
be that their value is large but as yet undiscovered, the model assumes a 
bias. One approach to correct this bias is to make a model from the cells 
with known value only and apply it to the cells with "unknown" value, 
i.e., a positively-based analysis. The methods are the same as those used 
with the whole model analysis except only those cells within value classes 
2,3, and 4 were used to form the discriminant equations. The cells in 
class 1 were treated as unknowns.
In this model, only three variables met the Wilk's Lambda criteria in 
the stepwise selection of variables (see Table IX). This change from the 
whole model analysis, with eleven discriminating variables, emphasizes the 
difference between the two approaches. The positively-based model is 
built from fewer cells (30), and all these cells contain mineral wealth. 
Given the geologic complexity of the study area, it is probable that 
reducing the number of cells also reduces the number of geologic variables 
that would distinguish these cells. It is also reasonable that the 
combination of discriminating variables (IGVOL, VOLVOL, and DIKES) are 
igneous features since mineral deposits of the study area are known to be 
plutonically related.
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TABLE IX
Stepwise Selection of Variables 
Positively-Based Model
A*LCS IN THF «N ALYSIS a f t e r STEP 3 ------
VARIABLE TOLERANCE F TO REMOVE WILKS' l a m b d a
IGVOL 0, 7B9Î448 5.5767 0.7977680VOLVOL 0.85804^9 1.4374 0. 6150917DIKES 0. 897 6637 3.0310 0. 6854198
VARIABLES NOT IN THE ANALYSIS AFT EP STEP
MINIMUMVARIABLE TOLERANCE TOLERANCE F Xn ENTER WILKS' LA^j
IGSED 0.633 3662 0.6333662 0.26774 0.5396151TGLS 0.8529263 0.7421139 0.25589 0.5401372TGTG 0. 577 BO 41 0.4B13455 0.52027 0.5287313TGPCSED 0.6849203 0.6849203 0. 43844 0.5322100DISPLU 0.8709486 0.6056010 Ü.48861E-01 0.5494179DISANT 0. 860 8468 0.7024416 0.33020 0.5368819PCSED 0.5412948 0.5412948 0.11112 0.5465934PCIG 0.870 49 21 0.7692765 0.10257 0.5469795G70IG 0.633 9912 0.5407436 0.63918 0.5237570G7 0VÜL 0. 000 0000 0.oooooooL70IG 0. 7/2 4575 0.7627684 0.33146E-01 0.55C1354L7 0VGL 0.835 0223 0.7828186 0.98410E-01 0.5471678PSM 0.89519 40 0.7305336 0.52806 0.5284026PTLGTH 0.908 2077 0.7768504 0.55498 0.5272695FTINX 0 . 925 9 491 0.7780204 0.66684E-01 0.5486064THFT 0.9652229 0.7890332 0.58395 0.5260560INEX 0. 425 7365 0.4257365 0.69521 0.5214455VOL 0.8350223 0.7828186 0.98410E-01 0.5471678IG 0.5409309 0.4987280 0. 44933 0.5317441
3 -
The two unstandardized discriminant equations produced in this 
analysis are:
disC") = .27^8905E—03igvol " *2096970E-03yo1vo1 ■*" *1308300dikes
- .7646599
disc2 = - • IO9736OE—03igvol ■*" • 2868905E-04yo1vo1 «l838372dîkes
- .3549446
Table X lists the percent of variance and statistical significance of 
the positively based model. In this model, 75% of the variability is 
explained by the first discriminant function with a statistical 
significance of .0169.
TABLE X
Positively-Based Model 
CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT FUNCTIONS
PERCENT OF CUMULATIVE FUNCTION EIGENVALUE VARIANCE PERCENT
I*2 * 0.535350.18066 74.7725. 23 74.77 100. 00
CANONICALCORRELATION
8:1ISÎ?3§
: AFTER; f u n c t i o n  WILKS' l a m b d a  CHT-SQUAREP n.P. SIGNIFICANCE
0.55165‘=̂0 0.8469853 4?3179 0.ÜI 69 0.1154
The relative contributions of the three discriminating functions is 
listed in Table XI. IGVOL contributes 47% to the first function, while 
VOLVOL contributes negatively, with 27%.
TABLE XI 
Positively-Based Model 
STANDARDIZED CANONICAL D I S C R I M I N A N T  FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS
IGVOL VOLVOL DI KES
FUNC 1
1.02366-0.504730.57798
FUNC 2
-0.40864 0.08000 0.81215
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Table XII, the summary classification table, indicates that in this 
analysis, 63% of the cells used in this model were classified correctly. 
Although this total is less then that of the whole model analysis, the 
intent of this model is quite different, and the two models can not really 
be compared in the same manner. Actually, of the cells used in both 
models (classes 2, 3 and 4) only 60% were classified correctly by the 
first model and 63% have been classified correctly in this model.
TABLE XII
Summary Classification Results 
Positively-Based Model
CLASSIFICATIUN RFSHLTS FHR CASFS SELECTED ^OP USE IN THE ANALYSIS -
PREDICTED GROUP MEMBERSHIPACTUAL GROU^
GROUP 250 to 1000
GROUP1000 to 10000
GROUP , 410000 to hi
PERCENT OF "GROUPED** C&SES CORRECTLY CLASSIFIED: 63.33%
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS FOR CASES NOT SELECTED PÛR USE, IN THE ANALYSIS
NO. OF PREDICTED GROUP MEMBERSHIP
  i ......  ̂ ------ -
50 ' 1 0.%' 1.%'
ES 2 3 a
1 5 11 1 373.3% 6.7% 20.0%
B 2 4 725.0% 50.0% 25. 0%
7 2 1 428. b% 14.3% 57.]%
A9
The information of most interest in the positively-based model are the 
cells that were not included in the construction of the model, but to 
which the model is now applied. Table XIII lists the classification 
results and discriminant functions for this model. Because the "unknowns" 
were forced by the discrimination analysis into one of the three classes 
of the positively-based model (Class 2, 3, and 4), a Class 1 no longer 
exists. As a result, all the cells input as Class 1 are "starred."
TABLE XIII
Classification Results and Discriminant Functions 
Positively-Based Model
CASE SEQNUH VAL
iIII1
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P,
SRL
NOYFSY PSNONONONOYES
NONOYESNONO
NO
NOYESYES
R3YESNONONOYESYESYESNONO
NONONONONONOSRNO3RNONOYESNONONO
IP h i g h e s t  p r o b a b i l i t yCPOUP P(D/G) P(r,/D) 2ND HICHFST GROUP P(G/n> OTSCRIMTNPNT SCORES
1 2 0.9790 0. 529 1 4 0.2914 -0,5030 0.01272 4 0.8821 0.456 6 ? 0.3527 -0. 1105 0.56473 4 0. 38 21 0.4566 2 0.3527 -0.1105 0.56421 2 0.89 77 0.7256 4 0.1677 -1.0865 -0.31091 2 0.9621 0.6552 4 0.1948 -0,8150 -0.34811 2 0.8126 0,7706 4 0.1478 -1.2876 -0.28341 2 0.8069 0.4104 4 0.3996 -0.2413 0.380 44 4 0.8339 0.6686 3 0.1663 0.4128 1.29961 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0,35491 * ** 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.35491 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0,35491 2 0.9665 0,6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.35492 2 0.9480 0.6799 4 0.1858 -0.9056 -0.33571 2 0.9665 0.6410 1 0. 1996 -0.7647 -0.35491 2 0. 9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -3.35491 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.199b -0.7647 -0.35491 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0,3549I 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0,199 6 -0.7647 -1 . 35491 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0,I99b -0.7647 -0.35491 2 0.9797 0.6103 4 0.2588 -0.7346 0.05132 2 0.9113 0.7159 4 0.1717 -1.0463 -0.31642 2 0.39 26 0.8868 4 0.0853 -2.0321 -0.18151 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0, 1996 -0.7647 -0.35491 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1 996 -0.7647 -0.35492 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1966 -0.7647 -0.35491 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.35491 2 0.9665 0,6410 4 0. 1996 -0.7647 -0.35491 2 0.9Q7H 0.5867 4 0.2430 -0.6338 -0.1711
I 2 0.9978 0.5867 4 0. 2430 -0.6338 -0.1711
7 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0. 1<J96 -0.7647 -0.35494 2 0.9978 0.5867 4 0.2430 -0.6338 -0.17111 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0,35491 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.35491 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.199 6 -0.7647 -0.35491 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.35491 2 9.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -n,35491 2 0.96 65 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0,35491 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -^.35491 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.3549I 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -C.7647 -0,35491 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.35491 2 0.96 65 0,6410 4 0.1996 -0.7 647 -n.35491 2 0.9665 0.96 65 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.35491 2 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.35491 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.35491 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -1.3549I 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.35491 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0,7647 -0 .35491 2 0. 97 90 0.5291 4 0.2914 -0.5030 0.01274 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.35 10I 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 .35491 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.35491 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 - 0 . 7 5 4 9
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TABLE XIII (Continued)
S4 NO I til 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -n.7647 -0.3549ND 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0,7647 -1.3549Y5S 4 4 0,0362 0.9071 3 f). 0767 1.57H8 2.0 100
12 YES 4 0 . 59 7 4 0.7510 3 0. 1 441 n.6745 I.6673MO 2 0,9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7617 -0.3549S9 NH 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0. 1996 -0.7647 -3.3549YES 2 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.3549YES 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.3549ND 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -1. Î9496 3 YES 4 4 0.80 21 0.4566 2 0.3527 -0.1105 0 .664264 NO 2 0. 9790 0.5291 4 0.2914 -9.5030 0.112765 NO 2 0.9790 0.5291 4 0.2914 -0.50 30 0.3 12766 NO 2 0.9978 0.5867 4 0.2430 -0.6338 -0.171167 YES 7 2 0.9790 0.5291 4 0.2914 O.012768 NO 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0 .354969 NO 1 *•* 2 0.9649 0,6262 4 0.2020 -0.7097 -0.376970 NO 1 !** 2 0. 97 90 0.5291 4 0.2914 -9.5030 0.012771 NO 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.199 6 -0.7647 -0.354972 NO 1 *•* 2 0. 80 09 0. 4104 4 0.3996 -0.2413 0.300473 YES 2 4 0.0821 0. 4566 2 0.3527 -0.1195 0.564274 YES 4 0. 7240 0,7121 3 0.1556 0. 5436 1.403475 YES 2 0.9970 0.5067 4 0.2430 -0.6338 -0.171176 NO 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.199o -0.7647 -0.354977 NO 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.354978 NO 2 0.8121 0. 4773 3 0.3026 -0.2152 -0.574 379 NO 3 0.3276 0.8930 4 0.0737 1.9834 -1.4520HO NO 4 0.0821 0 * 4566 2 0.3527 - 0.1105 0.5642Wl YES 4 0.3491 0.8149 3 0. 1207 0.9361 2.03 49H2 NO 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.3549H3 NO 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.354984 NO 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.354985 NO 3 0. 79 49 0.5095 2 0.2067 0.3096 -0.815786 NO 3 0.8447 0.7246 4 0.1671 1.2074 -0,006187 NO 3 0.8706 0,4191 4 0.3741 0.6251 0.0j1588 NO 2 0.9978 0.5867 4 0.2 430 -0.6330 -0.171189 YES 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.354990 NO 2 0.0764 0.5200 3 0.2514 -0.3523 -0.519591 NO 1 * ** 3 0.6809 0.7794 4 0.1270 1.2965 -1.177792 NO 1 * 3 0.6203 0.8003 4 0.1150 1.4339 -1.232693 NO 3 0.3174 0.7443 4 0.1761 1.443 2 -0.764294 NO 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.354995 NO 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.354996 NO 2 0.5979 0.8399 4 0.1126 -1.6737 -0.230697 YES 3 0.6479 0. 797 4 4 0. 1196 1.3803 -1 .211298 YES 3 0.7096 0.4292 2 0.3559 0.162 3 -O.725099 YES 3 0.6830 0.770 9 4 0.1253 1.2167 -1.2201100 YES 3 3 0,8112 0.7287 4 0.2015 1.5477 -0.5698101 NO 3 0.09 36 0.4519 4 0.2 956 0.4503 -0.3670
IVV NO 2 0.9665 0.6410 4 0.1996 -0.7647 -0.3549103 NO 2 0.0318 0.9671 4 0.0290 -3.2890 -0.0095104 YES 2 2 0.4656 0.0750 4 0.0731 -1.7340 -0.7365105 yes 3 3 0.6035 0.7906 4 0,1090 1.2975 -1.3319106 YES 3 3 0.0038 0.9021 4 0.0163 3.06H1 -1.960 3107 YES 2 2 0.9449 0.5856 4 0.2102 -0.565 9 - 0.4343Î08 Nn 2 0.9978 0.5867 4 9.2437 -0.6330 -0.1711109 NO 2 0.9970 0.5867 4 0.2430 -0.6330 -0.1711
In this model, the cell of interest is #80, having been classified 
from an unknown value status into Class 4. This classification is 
probably attributed to the cell because it contains numerous dikes and 
lacks contacts between volcanic rocks, i.e., the variables used in the 
first discriminant function. Cell #7, which was isolated in the whole 
model analysis as belonging in Class 4, was not assigned to a high value 
class in the positively based model. This can probably be attributed to 
the lack of igneous and volcanic rock contact in the cell and fewer number
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of dikes than the neighboring cell of high value. Cell #74 is predicted 
as belonging to Class 4 in both models, and the previously described 
problem cells, #31 and #50, are also misclassified in the positively based 
model.
Figures 10, 11, and 12 (a, b, c, and d) are classification plots 
showing the distribution of the scores for the value classes. The 
location of an individual cell within these plots can be determined by 
plotting the first two discriminant scores. These scores are calculated 
for the unknown cells by substituting the raw data values of the 
associated variables into the unstandarized discriminant equations.
The linear classification boundaries depicted in Figure 10, in addition 
to showing the distribution of the mean discriminant scores for each 
group, can be used to identify the group into which a cell would be 
classified if its scores were to locate it in that area.
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SYMBOLS USED IN TE»»RTTnRlAL MAP 
SYMBOL GROUP LABEL
2 5 0 to lOOO3 1000 to lOOOO4 10000 to hiCROUP CENTROIDS
27 May 86 Stepwise Analysis of Positively Based Model 
University of Montana DECSVSTEM-206S TOPS-20
TERRITORIAL MAP ASSUMING ALL FUMCTIUNS BUT THE FIRST TWO ARE ZERO
•'ANONICAL DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION I
INDICATES A CROUP CENTROID
-4 + ,4 ♦
-3 - 2 -I
-I
-2
-3
-4 ♦+ , -4
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22244» ♦
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FIGURE 10
Tsr’T’itor'iâl Plot of* Linoâr* Clâssif*iC3.tion Boundsj?iss 
Positively-Based Model
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SYMBOLS USED IN PLOTS 
SYMBOL GROUP LIBEL
1 U D  to 5U2 5 0 to UtOO3 1000 to 100004 10000 to hiGROUP CENTROIDS
27 May 66 Stepwise Analysis of Positively Based Model 
University of Montana nErsvstEM-2065 TOPS-20
ALL-GROUPS SCATTERPLOT - * INDICATES A GROUP CENTROID 
c a n o n i c a l  d i s c r i m i n a n t  FUNCTION 1 
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2 1
1 12211
FIGURE 11
All Groups Scatterplot 
Positively-Based Model
a) Unknowns
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1 UP to so • imOIC»TFS I riBoup CfN^Prin
'■âUÜPICU, DlSCRlSlNtNT FUHrTIüH I 
- 2 - 1  0 1
b) Group 2 50 to 1,000*
rpnilp 2 SO to 1000 • INDtClTRS • OBQIIP CSNTPnin
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FIGURE 12
Separate Group Scatterplots 
Positively-Based Model
*Thousands of dollars
c) Group 3 1,000 to 10,000
J 1000 t u  10000 •  [N O IC lT E S  k GBU'ip CEMTROI' ’
C t N O m C l L  U IS C R tP tN IO T  FONCTION I -J -2 -1 0 t 2 3
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d) Group 4 10,000 or more
GROUP 4 10000 to hi • INDICATES A COOOP CENTROID
CANONICAL OtSCRINlNANT FUNCTION 1 
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2 3
FIGURE 12 (Continued)
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Note in Figure 11 (the all groups scatterplot for the positively-based 
model,) that although there are cells labeled as belonging to group 1, 
they are actually the group of cells with unknown values. The numerical 
designations always represent the value class that the cell was originally 
input as belonging to. It is the location of the cell within the plot; 
i.e., distance to nearest group centroid, that determines into what group 
that cell is classified (if the value is unknown) or reclassified (if the 
value is known).
Probably the most interesting of these plots is Figure 12 (a). The 
wide spread of discriminant scores from the cells with "unknown" values 
suggests that many of these cells do have undiscovered wealth, i.e., 
overlap into classes 3 and 4. This raises the question about which of the 
two models is the best to use. The "whole model analysis", built on 109 
cells, performs better statistically, and includes 11 variables in the 
discrimiant functions. The positively-based model, built on 30 cells, has 
only 3 variables in the discriminant functions and does not seem to be 
as sensitive to cell differences. The question is whether those cells 
assumed to be in the lowest value class (when in fact their value may be 
undiscovered) are negatively influencing the whole model analysis with 
false data? Or, does the lack of a full range of values, from lowest to 
highest, result in an incomplete model, i.e., that of the positively-based 
model.
Other researchers have encountered the same problem. Sinclair and 
Woodsworth (1970), in a similar manner, used two control areas. Control 
area 1 included most of the known deposits and a cross-section of the
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geology of the total area. Control area 2, consisted exclusively of those 
cells with known deposits. They concluded from their study that a control 
area consisting exclusively of cells with known deposits was a poor design 
of a control area, as no statistically significant correlation between 
wealth and geology could be quantified. On the other hand, regression 
analysis on cells of control area 1 yielded statistically significant 
results.
The results of this study support the concept that both models contribute 
useful information, and reinforce each other when used together. Figure 
13 is a comparison of the results of the two models and the original cell 
values. As only 3 classes of mineral wealth were used in the positively 
based model, only cells in Classes 3 and 4 represent mineral wealth.
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a) Index of cell location b) Original cell values
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DISCUSSION
The multivariate statistical model created to associate geologic 
characteristics with ranges of mineral wealth was found to produce both 
statistically and geologically significant results.
The total number of cells classified correctly is about 73%, which is 
comparable to the Harris "whole model analysis". These results are 
encouraging considering the crudeness of the variables, the varying map 
scales, and the diversity of the mineral deposit types. In addition, the 
smaller grid size, as compared to that used by Harris, seems to not have 
effected the applicability of the method. The geologic variables had been 
modified, however, to accomodate the smaller cell size and four value 
classes rather than the six used by Harris.
Cells that were reclassified by the model into a different value class 
from that originally input for the cell are the areas of interest to the 
explorationist. For example, cells with little or no known mineral wealth 
classified into high value classes might be the subject of initial field 
exploration in the assessment of mineralized areas. Examination of the 
physical location of these cells in the study area shows that they are 
adjacent to cells in the higher value classes with similar geology. In 
effect, they are logical extensions of known mining districts, thereby 
verifying the performance of the model.
The reason that these cells have not previously produced is not 
apparant. It may be that the cell has been explored and is found wanting. 
In that case, there likely is some variable(s) of importance in 
differentiating between the cells that has not been represented in the
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model. However, there may be other factors that make the cell deserving 
of further exploration. For instance, the geology of the area may have 
been interpreted incorrectly by past mappers and/or problems that existed 
in the past may not be as significant today. Examples of changed 
conditions include physical accessiblility, economic cutoffs, legal 
status, etc. At any rate, the target cell should be further researched, 
if not field tested.
One of the important aspects of this analysis is its potential use in 
evaluating other regions with similar geologic parameters. This can be 
done by substituting the appropriate geologic measurements into the 
unstandardized discriminant equations, producing discriminant scores for 
the unknown cell and the probabilities for class membership. In fact, a 
true test of the model would be to apply it to a well explored region with 
similar geology and observe its success in classifying cells correctly. 
Harris (1984) used the statistics obtained for an area in New Mexico and 
Arizona and tested his model by inputting measurements from a large area 
in Utah. Although he had fair success, he found that the probability 
model performed well in differentiating between cells having large and 
small values but not nearly so well in differentiating between cells of 
adjacent value groups.
A similar comparison was done in the context of this analysis in that 
a model was made from cells with known wealth and applied to the cells 
with unknown wealth, i.e., the positively-based analysis. As was shown, 
the same cells had been targeted as in the whole model analysis thereby 
reinforcing the validity of the model for this particular geologic 
environment.
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Although the model appears to produce reasonable results, it should be 
used judiciously. There are numerous reasons for this. For one, mapping 
errors can make a difference in the value class assigned to a cell. If, 
for example, a Cretaceous intrusive were misidentified as a Precambrian 
sill, that cell would not contain, what is in this model, an important 
discriminating variable, and would therefore, receive an inappropriate 
lower classification. In addition, the misinformation would have 
subsequently influenced the construction of the model, which had been 
built on false data.
A similar possibility for error exists v^en taking data from the 
geologic map. For example, DIKES "number of dikes", is a variable of 
significance to the discriminating function. And yet, determination of 
the number of dikes when using only a geologic map is somewhat arbitrary. 
Identifying features, as for example, shape, size, and crosscutting 
relationship to other rocks, is difficult to ascertain from a planar 
perspective. Map scale would also be crucial, as smaller but significant 
features may not be included in a small scale map.
The most serious drawback of this model is that discussed previously 
with regard to the value variable, which is based on historical production 
and does not necessarily reflect mineral endowment. Because of this, 
mineral deposit types that have not previously produced within the study 
area, are not directly addressed by the model. Although the presence of 
lode deposits is indicative of a hydrothermal system, the variables that 
are specifically diagnostic of the other deposit types are not receiving 
the emphasis needed to really represent them. Also, ores of Au, Ag, Cu,
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Pb and Zn, as a component of mineral wealth, are dealt with in a 
collective fashion. Consequently, the model is not sensitive to the 
market fluctuations of individual commodities.
While the main purpose of the study was to gauge the models use as an 
exploration or assessment tool, there are numerous ways that this model 
might be improved that would increase the accuracy and at the same time 
give valuable insight on how the variables integrate. The potential 
exists within this data base to quantitatively substantiate subjective 
observations made by the geologists on individual deposits and more 
importantly, make new observations as a consequence of the analysis. In 
other words, the tables and plots may suggest correlations or 
distributions (interrelationships) of geologic data that is suspected, but 
lacks confirmation. Or, they may suggest a new concept that bears looking 
into. Additional work toward that end may involve:
- the interrelationship of the crucial variables might be studied, 
perhaps by making separate models using cells with similar deposit types. 
Try to determine the sensitivity of the variables to each other and to the 
model.
- a more "in depth" statistical study of the individual variables 
which might result in some interesting observations of how geologic 
characteristics are best quantified and correlated. It may also be that 
the multidiscriminant model is improved by transforming the data 
numerically to assume a more normal distribution.
- investigate the applicability of assigning prior probabilities to 
the multidiscriminant classification procedure. Rather then assuming an 
equal probability (25%) for each cell belonging to one of the four value
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classes, weight this in a more realistic fashion so that there is a 
greater probability of the cell belonging in a low value class.
- Use some different categories (ranges) of mineral wealth.
Generally, the same geologic conditions must be present to form a small 
ore deposit as are needed in the formation of large ore deposit of the 
same type. It might be interesting to separate those cells with no 
mineral wealth at all (changing the range to those cells with less then 
$1,000, rather then $50,000) from those with some wealth and check the 
results.
It is also worth mentioning, that twice in the course of the analysis, 
preliminary observations revealed anomalous results for some of the cell 
classifications. In one instance, the discriminant scores of these cells 
were entirely off the scale of the scatterplots. The cause of these 
scores was traced back to a variable with a strong negative contribution. 
When the geology of these cells was re-examined, it was discovered that 
the features pertinent to that variable had been misinterpreted. In 
another case, it was discovered that the reason a cell received an 
inappropriate classification was due to information that was mistakenly 
left out. Once these errors were corrected in the data base, the 
anomalous values dissappeared. This process illustrates that the model, 
in itself, can be used as a tool to discover data that may been either 
input wrong and/or incorrectly interpreted. These examples also emphasize 
a statement from Harris and Agterberg (1981) on the values of quantitative 
analysis, which they say results in a much more rigorous integration and 
interpretation of the data than a subjective analysis.
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CONCLUSIONS
The multivariate statistical models constructed in this study to 
estimate mineral wealth for a specific region produced results that were 
geologically and statistically significant.
Although there were differences between the Harris study and this 
study; e.g., the scale, geology, and method of measuring mineral wealth, 
it was possible to relate geologic information at the reconnaissance level 
to mineral wealth in a manner which provides a meaningful quantified 
relationship.
The multidiscriminant method used in this study makes it possible to 
identify those cells that were found to have significant probabilities for 
membership in groups with value greater than their known mineral wealth. 
These reclassifications may be due to the exclusion of a discriminator 
variable from the model, but they may also be cells that contain 
undiscovered mineral wealth, and, therefore, warrant further exploration. 
Essentially, the model finds those cells that have similar geology to 
those of higher (or lower) value.
In addition, the potential exists to use the model to extrapolate 
information from a known area into an unknown area. These measurements 
can then be substituted into the discriminant equations and the 
probability for a cell belonging to a particular class computed. This 
application of the model was used in a limited sense, in the context of 
this study, by construction of the positively-based model. These results 
had a tendency to reinforce and add to the information provided in the 
whole model analysis.
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The findings of this study suggest that there is a high potential for 
this type of quantitative geologic analysis as a regional exploration 
and/or assessment tool, whereby pre-existing geologic information and 
mineral deposit data is optimized and integrated.
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ILENAME= LODE 11:06 AM TUESDAY SIZE= 22982 CREATION 6/ 8/86 JUNE 10, 1986
1 395744, 5212342. GOSSAN AND JUNIOR CLAIMS LODE UNDEVELOPED2 395807. 5212279. CARBONATE HILL LODE UNDEVELOPED3 396476. 5211959. WARD THOMPSON LODE UNDEVELOPED4 396476. 5211959. R.T.C. LODE LODE UNDEVELOPED5 396497. 5211958. HEDDLESTON GROUP 2 LODE DEVELOPED6 396539. 5211896. MILL IRON LODE UNDEVELOPED7 395877. 5211506. CALLIOPE MINE LODE DEVELOPED8 395370. 5211453. EUREKA CLAIM LODE UNDEVELOPED9 395133, 5211179. MIDNIGHT LODE DEVELOPED10 396482. 5211094. REX BEACH LODE DEVELOPED
11 394071. 5210797. CARBONATE LODE DEVELOPED
12 396202. 5210759. CONSOLATION LODE DEVELOPED
13 396726. 5210534. SKYSCRAPER LODE UNDEVELOPED
14 395431. 5210093. PAYMASTER LODE DEVELOPED
15 393530, 5210065. BOBBY BOY MINE LODE DEVELOPED
16 396443. 5210045. IRON HILL CLAIM LODE DEVELOPED
17 396735, 5209823. ANACONDA LODE DEVELOPED
18 395466, 5209691. HEDDLESTON DEPOSIT LODE DEVELOPED
19 396901. 5209666. RED WING LODE DEVELOPED
20 395981. 5208972. HOG CLAIM LODE UNDEVELOPED
21 396020. 5208817. KLEINSCHMIDT LODE UNDEVELOPED
22 396588, 5208653. MIKE HORSE LODE DEVELOPED
23 396666. 5208312. HOGALL LODE UNDEVELOPED
24 394250. 5206594. OKER MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
25 395988. 5205730. ECLIPSE LODE UNDEVELOPED
26 399933. 5205415. COPPER HILL LODE UNDEVELOPED
27 399930. 5205261. GRUNTER AND BLUE BELL LODE UNDEVELOPED
28 400798. 5201541. CRYSTAL MINING LODE UNDEVELOPED
29 372206, 5201159. COTTER MINE LODE DEVELOPED
30 335216. 5200370. COLUMBIA MINE LODE DEVELOPED
31 366346. 5200145. BLACKFOOT MINE LODE DEVELOPED
32 386754. 5200093. DAN OKERS MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
33 385330. 5199719. ROVER MINE LODE DEVELOPED
34 384840. 5199512. LAST CHANCE MINE LODE DEVELOPED
35 373858, 5199302. MARGARETTE LODE UNDEVELOPED
36 374772. 5196503. GOLD DOLLAR MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
37 384422. 5196494. MAMMOTH MINE 1 LODE UNDEVELOPED
38 387628, 5194858. FRISBEE STEMPLE GROUP LODE DEVELOPED
39 384750. 5194851 . LUCKY STRIKE LODE un d e v e l o p e d
40 389299. 5194765. AMERICAN BOY MINE LODE DEVELOPED
41 392046. 5194561. BACHELOR GOLD LODE UNDEVELOPED
42 382531. 5193968. SWANSEA MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
43 388860. 5193940, OMEGA MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
44 387865. 5193927, BADGER MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
45 388479. 5193916. ALPHA MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
46 382316. 5193818, SILVER BELL MINE LODE DEVELOPED
47 387096. 5193571 . HOMESTAKE MINE LODE developed
48 386714. 5193517. VICTORY MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
49 387576. 5193223. OLD BACHELOR MINE LODE developed
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50 386031, 5193221 . STEMPLE MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED !51 385924. 5193192. CRYSTAL MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED !52 387554. 5193130. NAKOMA MINE LODE DEVELOPED !53 373300, 5192952. BLACK WATCH LODE DEVELOPED !54 378365. 5192744. BUTTERFLY MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED !
55 376640. 5192666. BERT GULCH MINE LODE DEVELOPED56 389364. 5192603. JAY GOULD MINE LODE DEVELOPED57 388052. 5192596, GOLCONDA LODE UNDEVELOPED58 357215. 5192450. CORBIN MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED59 382902. 5192355. RED STAR LODE UNDEVELOPED60 360029. 5192322. HOPKINS PROSPECT LODE UNDEVELOPED61 357738. 5192160. PLÜTARC MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED62 357692. 5192037. HILL TOP LODE DEVELOPED63 357798. 5192035. HIGGENS PROSPECT LODE DEVELOPED64 389184. 5192019. HUBBARD MINE LODE DEVELOPED65 359194. 5191940. HILDA MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED66 390785. 5191527. PEGGY ANN MINE LODE DEVELOPED
67 357614. 5191421. HOBBY HORSE MINE LODE DEVELOPED
68 359288. 5191413. UNNAMED MINES LODE UNDEVELOPED
69 370597. 5191312. LINCOLN VIEW MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
70 362734. 5191116. UNAMED MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
71 382110. 5190858. KING DAVID LODE LODE UNDEVELOPED
72 385085* 5190275. CYCLONE MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
73 387559. 5190042. PRIZE MINE LODE DEVELOPED
74 387766. 5189761. CROWN MINE LODE DEVELOPED
75 368804. 5189745. ILLINI MINE LODE DEVELOPED
76 389172. 5189086. CHARLEY COPPER LODE UNDEVELOPED
77 405939. 5138398. LITTLE DAVID LODE UNDEVELOPED
78 374346. 5188298. WIGGINS MINE LODE DEVELOPED
79 370446. 5138258. HUMDINGER GROUP LODE DEVELOPED
80 388784. 5187580. BONDHOLDER PROSPECT LODE UNDEVELOPED
81 395976. 5186864. SILVER CRESCENT CLAIMS LODE UNDEVELOPED
82 398066. 5186365. MT, PLEASANT LODE DEVELOPED
83 337352. 5185785. HALEY MINE LODE DEVELOPED
84 389990. 5184007. BIG BEN LODE UNDEVELOPED
85 379472. 5182912. MASCOTTE MINE LODE DEVELOPED
86 401141. 5182609. BIG OX LODE UNDEVELOPED
87 398356. 5182223. EMMA MILLER LODE DEVELOPED
88 391650. 5181970. RATHBONE MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
89 399138. 5180820. LITTLE OX LODE UNDEVELOPED
90 398625. 5180582. WINDY RIDGE PROPERTY LODE UNDEVELOPED
91 397445. 5179799. PIEGAN GULCH PROSPECT LODE UNDEVELOPED
92 396968, 5179005. EMPIRE LODE DEVELOPED
93 401203. 5178656. STAPLE MINE LODE DEVELOPED
94 401243. 5178532. CALUMET MINE LODE DEVELOPED
95 397041. 5178510. AMERICAN FLAG MINE LODE DEVELOPED
96 397293. 5178351. M AND L MINE LODE DEVELOPED
97 401044. 5178010. CHINA LODE DEVELOPED
98 401022. 5178010. CLIMAX LODE MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
99 398895. 5177706. CRUSE MINE LODE DEVELOPED
100 401017. 5177702. DRUMLUMMON LODE DEVELOPED
101 401420. 5177695. PRENTICE PROPERTY LODE DEVELOPED
102 401016. 5177640. OTTAWA LODE DEVELOPED
103 399190. 5177578. BALD MOUNTAIN MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
104 399253. 5177546. BELMONT MINE LODE DEVELOPED
105 395889. 5176955. NILE MINE LODE DEVELOPED
106 396078. 5176828. BELL BOY MINE LODE DEVELOPED
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107 395504. 5176776. SHAKOPEE AND EARTHQUAKE LODE DEVELOPED108 395695. 5176742. TOWSLEY MINE LODE DEVELOPED109 395545. 5176683. MAMMOTH CLAIM LODE UNDEVELOPED110 394651 . 5176544. JERUSHA MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED111 398022. 5176270. SHANNON MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED112 396381. 5175896. PENOBSCOT MINE LODE DEVELOPED113 396994. 5175762. CHANNEL GOLD MINES LODE UNDEVELOPED114 397306. 5175387. LARSEN LODE UNDEVELOPED115 396945. 5175362. BALD BUTTE MINE LODE DEVELOPED116 386417. 5174440. AJAX MINE 1 LODE DEVELOPED117 385907. 5174419. OPHIR CAVE LODE UNDEVELOPED118 384637. 5173548. NORA DARLING LODE DEVELOPED119 385060. 5173478. VICTORY MINE LODE DEVELOPED120 386695. 5173416. BUMBLEBEE LODE UNDEVELOPED121 386716. 5173415. P0TRAT2 PROSPECT LODE DEVELOPED122 386565. 5173295. ORIENE LODE UNDEVELOPED123 384961. 5172708. BUMBLEBEE LODE DEVELOPED
124 385507. 5172388. CYCLONE LODE UNDEVELOPED
125 387640. 5172153. ELDORADO MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
126 383394. 5171873. NANCY HELEN MINE LODE DEVELOPED
127 389852. 5171844. MCKAY MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
128 409907. 5171819. ADELINE MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
129 385534. 5171554. LITTLE DAISY LODE UNDEVELOPED
130 385531. 5171400. PRICE CLAIMS LODE UNDEVELOPED
131 389353. 5171267. ESMERALDA LODE UNDEVELOPED
132 385584. 5170843. PRICE GROUP MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
133 382948. 5170832. BIG VIEW MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
134 414162. 5170800. MASS MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
135 381757. 5170763. FAIRVIEW MINE 2 LODE DEVELOPED
136 382032. 5170696. DENVER MINE LODE DEVELOPED
137 383220. 5170611. MITCHELL PROSPECT LODE UNDEVELOPED
138 404767. 5170571. BLUE JAY MINE LODE DEVELOPED
139 388125. 5170394. WALL STREET MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
140 417683. 5170381. MULLIN CLAIM LODE UNDEVELOPED
141 417959. 5170377. COME AGAIN AND CROWN LODE DEVELOPED
142 387572. 5170343. MINNIE HEALY LODE UNDEVELOPED
143 416365. 5170337. SILVER CROSS MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
144 402107. 5170336. EUREKA LODE DEVELOPED
145 417788. 5170317. QUEEN OF THE VALLEY LODE DEVELOPED
146 418128. 5170313. HERB W LODE DEVELOPED
147 418107. 5170313. LION MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
148 387569. 5170188. STRATEGIC AND TUNGSTEN LODE DEVELOPED
149 418083. 5170159. UNNAMED GOLD AND COPPER LODE UNDEVELOPED
150 417849. 5170131 . NORTH STAR CLAIM LODE DEVELOPED
151 416213. 5170123. HEMATITE IRON MINE LODE DEVELOPED
152 418316. 5170063. ELIZABETH MINE LODE DEVELOPED
153 381701. 5170054 . RESERVOIR AND OPHIR PATE LODE UNDEVELOPED
154 416551. 5169964 . GENERAL HARRISON LODE DEVELOPED
155 382166. 5169921 . OPHIR LODE UNDEVELOPED
156 416824. 5169744. ELLA MINE LODE DEVELOPED
157 382140. 5169705. OPSATA MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
158 415973. 5169632. REGINA CLAIM LODE DEVELOPED
159 416608. 5169500. YELLOWSTONE CLAIM LODE DEVELOPED
160 415333. 5169487. CHARLES D. GREENFIELD LODE UNDEVELOPED
161 416284. 5169072. WAYSIDE LODE DEVELOPED
162 418556. 5168979. LEXINGTON MINE 2 LODE DEVELOPED
163 418556. 5168949. HOPEFUL MINE LODE DEVELOPED
164 406482. 5168784 . BALDY SMITH MINE LODE DEVELOPED
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165 417808. 5168681. MOONLIGHT MINE LODE DEVELOPED166 417872. 5168660. BONANZA CLAIM LODE DEVELOPED167 383330. 5168601. OPHIR MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED168 409816. 5168579. N.J.KELLY LODE UNDEVELOPED169 414683. 5168570. DRUMHELLER MINE LODE DEVELOPED170 418890. 5168543. KATY MINE LODE DEVELOPED171 418910. 5168388. ARIADENE CLAIM LODE DEVELOPED172 414956. 5168381. SILVER AGE MINE LODE DEVELOPED173 419100. 5168293. SILVER-COPPER MINING CO LODE DEVELOPED174 416421. 5168268. ROBINSON LODE UNDEVELOPED175 405449. 5167998. BLUE JAY LODE UNDEVELOPED176 419583. 5167885. IRIDESCENT LODE UNDEVELOPED177 418559. 5167590. SILVER BAR MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED178 405228. 5167476. COPPER HILL LODE DEVELOPED179 418744. 5167155. AJAX MINE 2 LODE UNDEVELOPED
180 413150. 5166956. UMATILLA 2 LOBE DEVELOPED
181, 419421. 5166930. BLUEBIRD COPPER AND SILV LODE UNDEVELOPED
182 417891. 5166920. MAGPIE GROUP LODE UNDEVELOPED
183 406601. 5166899. KING TUT MINE LODE DEVELOPED
184 419144. 5166841. MORNING STAR MIN LODE UNDEVELOPED
185 399818. 5166823. HOPE MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
186 418372. 5166358. FAIRVIEW MINE LODE DEVELOPED
187 417772. 5165996. DR STEELE MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
188 397996. 5165989 . BOEING FLUORITE LODE DEVELOPED
189 406777. 5165878. WAR EAGLE MINE LODE DEVELOPED
190 417891. 5165407. FRANKLIN AND SAM GATY LODE DEVELOPED
191 413442. 5165215. SCRATCHGRAVEL GOLD LODE DEVELOPED
192 417910. 5165191 . SAM GATY MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
193 414195, 5164193. ROCK ROSE LODE UNDEVELOPED
194 417784. 5163773. JULIA MINE 2 LODE DEVELOPED
195 414699. 5163754. HELENA MINE LODE DEVELOPED
196 408189. 5163633. ANDERSON PROSPECT LODE UNDEVELOPED
197 409868. 5163546. PERRY PROSPECT LODE UNDEVELOPED
198 414056. 5163392. LOOBY LODE UNDEVELOPED
199 400605. 5163012. BLUEBELL MINE LODE DEVELOPED
200 412492. 5162612. SILVER COIN LODE DEVELOPED
201 391250. 5162155. HOMESTEAD PROPERTY LODE UNDEVELOPED
202 399310. 5161891. MYLES LODE DEVELOPED
203 411396. 5160405. OLD DOMINION LODE UNDEVELOPED
204 409862. 5160304. BLUE CLOUD LODE UNDEVELOPED
205 402029. 5160303. PEARL MINE LODE DEVELOPED
206 419803. 5158868. COPPER CLIFF MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
207 409839. 5158761. KAIN MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
208 390438. 5157291. SUNRISE MINE LODE DEVELOPED
209 417907. 5157195. SKY MINE LODE DEVELOPED
210 419802. 5157139. OCCIDENTAL CLAIM LODE UNDEVELOPED
211 416751 . 5156748. SPRAUKEL LODE UNDEVELOPED
212 417570. 5155903. INDEPENDENT LODE DEVELOPED
213 416416. 5155580. WHITLATCH UNION LODE DEVELOPED
214 419440. 5155569. SAN JUAN LODE DEVELOPED
215 417885. 5155559. BLUE BIRD MINE LODE DEVELOPED
216 414903. 5155539. SPRING HILL MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
217 419461. 5155507. EULA MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
218 417819. 5155406. GRAY ROCK MINE LODE DEVELOPED
219 405689. 5154780. GOLD CROWN MINE LODE DEVELOPED
220 402813. 5154733. WHITE RABBIT LODE UNDEVELOPED
221 409834. 5154130. COLORADO GULCH LODE UNDEVELOPED
222 417928. 5154015. SOUVENIR LODE DEVELOPED
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223 390221, 5153559. CARBONATE KING LODE DEVELOPED224 392303. 5152009. SHERMAN CLARK MINE LODE DEVELOPED225 392109. 5151858. CLARK LODE DEVELOPED226 396286. 5150550. THIRD TERM LODE DEVELOPED227 403753. 5149531. ARMSTRONG MINE LODE DEVELOPED228 391274. 5149310. CHARTER OAK LODE DEVELOPED
229 404273. 5149060. VALLEY FORGE LODE DEVELOPED230 395213. 5148932. UNNAMED MINE 3 LODE UNDEVELOPED231 390712. 5148857. NEGROS LODE DEVELOPED232 404528. 5148686. LITTLE LiLLY LODE DEVELOPED233 404163. 5148506. LEE MOUNTAIN LODE DEVELOPED234 390469. 5148429. FLORA MINE LODE DEVELOPED235 395629. 5148307. HUBCAMP LODE DEVELOPED236 403306. 5148242. ALICE LODE LODE UNDEVELOPED237 399871 . 5148205. BEATRICE LODE DEVELOPED238 404518. 5148068. RED MOUNTAIN LODE DEVELOPED239 391828. 5148065. BIG DICK LODE UNDEVELOPED240 401532. 5148054. ARMSTRONG 1 LODE DEVELOPED
241 394450. 5147988. VIKING MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
242 391954. 5147970. BLACK JACK LODE UNDEVELOPED243 404601 . 5147913. UOLFTONE LODE DEVELOPED244 419765. 5147909. MUSKEEGAN LODE DEVELOPED245 391590. 5147353. GOLDEN ANCHOR LODE DEVELOPED246 392203. 5147565. TREASURE MOUNTAIN LODE UNDEVELOPED247 403486* 5147529. JOHNNY MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED248 392479. 5147498. NORTH POLE MINE LODE DEVELOPED249 400392. 5147455. CAPPOLIS LODE UNDEVELOPED
250 403165* 5147441. RUSSELL MINE LODE DEVELOPED
251 390344. 5147413. BLACKFEET NO. 1 LODE UNDEVELOPED
252 406640. 5147356. J J HILL CLAIMS LODE UNDEVELOPED
253 405382. 5147345. MAMMOTH LODE DEVELOPED
254 397916. 5147342. TWIN CITY MINING LODE DEVELOPED
255 400454. 5147331. LUCKY JOE MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
256 404507. 5147327. FREE SPEECH NO. ONE LODE DEVELOPED
257 411779. 5147248. RHOADES MINE LODE DEVELOPED
258 404441. 5147236. LITTLE SAMPSON LODE UNDEVELOPED
259 401519. 5147221. JUSTICE CLEMENTH LODE DEVELOPED
260 405486. 5147219. SOUTH PACIFIC MINE LODE DEVELOPED
261 405294. 5147192. AMERICAN FLAG LODE UNDEVELOPED
262 390618. 5147192. BLUE BIRD 2 LODE UNDEVELOPED
263 390660. 5147160. BLUE BIRD 1 LODE UNDEVELOPED
264 406061. 5147149. INTEROCEAN TUNNEL LODE UNDEVELOPED
265 404461. 5147143. O.H. BASSETT LODE DEVELOPED
266 405037. 5147134 . EUREKA 2 LODE ^DEVELOPED
267 404566. 5147049. MCCAWBER LODE UNDEVELOPED
268 404780. 5147045. LEXINGTON LODE DEVELOPED
269 404457. 5146896. DANIEL STANTON MINE LODE DEVELOPED
270 404178. 5146746. BUNKER HILL LODE DEVELOPED
271 404369. 5146712. TEAL LAKE LODE DEVELOPED
272 404860. 5146704. SILVER CORD LODE DEVELOPED
273 393360. 5146649. ADAMS BROTHERS MINE LODE DEVELOPED !
274 404517. 5146648. S.P. BASSETT LODE UNDEVELOPED
275 404152. 5146499. EVERGREEN LODE DEVELOPED
276 394125. 5146481. JULIA MINE LODE DEVELOPED
277 404194 . 5146437. HAMLET MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
278 • 399093. 5146304, TELEGRAPH LODE UNDEVELOPED
279 403956. 5146194. RAY JENSEN CLAIM LODE UNDEVELOPED
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280 391218. 5146162. KIMBALL MINES LODE UNDEVELOPED281 403356. 5146049. TRANSIT MINE LODE DEVELOPED282 399877. 5145982, BULLION LODE DEVELOPED
283 404272. 5145942, ALLEY LODE UNDEVELOPED284 403673. 5145890. GENERAL MINE LODE DEVELOPED
285 390978. 5145857. SUNRISE MINE LODE DEVELOPED
286 397394. 5145499. HATTIE N. LODE DEVELOPED
287 402088. 5145433. BETSY ROSS MINE LODE DEVELOPED
288 419327. 5145476. MONTANA MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
289 409469. 5145335. BA“KA-MA LODE DEVELOPED
290 396748. 5145139. ANNA R AND HATTIE M LODE DEVELOPED
291 402885. 5144606. MONTE CRISTO MINE LODE DEVELOPED
292 402991. 5144573 . COPF'ER DYKE LODE DEVELOPED
293 406917, 5144511 ' c q r p. LODE DEVELOPED
294 410971 . 5144482. FORREST LODE DEVELOPED
295 397434. 5144078. ELLISTON CONSOLIDATED LODE DEVELOPED
296 409278. 5144013. ARGONNE LODE DEVELOPED
297 418518. 5143974. MINERAL HILL LODE DEVELOPED
298 397026. 5143930. LILLY ORPHAN BOY LODE DEVELOPED
299 405157. 5143921. JOLLY RODGER MINE LODE DEVELOPED
300 405157. 5143090. LUCY LINDA MINE LODE DEVELOPED
301 4 01955. 5143849. UNNAMED GOLD LODE UNDEVELOPED
302 403464 . 5143040 , GOOD FRIDAY MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
303 408463. 5143747. CANNON LODE DEVELOPED
304 413008. 5143711. UMATILLA LODE UNDEVELOPED
305 406945. 5143554. UNNAMED LEAD LODE DEVELOPED
306 406945. 5143554. UNNAMED LEAD 3 LODE DEVELOPED
307 407457. 5143546. UNNAMED MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
308 397659. 5143518. SURETHING MINE LODE DEVELOPED
309 407754. 5143449. NELLIE GRANT LODE DEVELOPED
310 407858. 5143293. BEAVER'S PROSPECT LODE DEVELOPED
311 410547. 5143284. UNNAMED LEAD 2 LODE UNDEVELOPED
312 407154. 5143273. UNNAMED LEAD 1 LODE DEVELOPED
313 410482. 5143192. YAMA GROUP LODE UNDEVELOPED
314 393230. 5142884. WOLVERINE LODE DEVELOPED
315 404730. 5142508. PEERLESS JENNIE LODÇ DEVELOPED
316 394824. 5142455. HARDLUCK LODE UNDEVELOPED
317 405006. 5142442. LOCALITY 10 LODE UNDEVELOPED
318 397064. 5142386. ONTARIO LODE DEVELOPED
319 403509. 5142280. SILVER CRESCENT LODE UNDEVELOPED
320 400435. 5142268. PAUPERS DREAM LODE UNDEVELOPED
321 401160. 5142194. PORPHYRY DIKE LODE UNDEVELOPED
322 407237. 5141759. FROHNER GROUP LODE DEVELOPED
323 407705. 5141628. PANAMA LODE DEVELOPED
324 409220. 5141575. AROGON LODE DEVELOPED
325 399994. 5141411. CARLSON MINE LODE DEVELOPED
326 404242. 5141373. CRESCENT MINE LODE DEVELOPED
327 405519. 5141106. IDA MAY MINE LODE DEVELOPED
328 402827. 5140994. MAE LILLY LODE DEVELOPED
329 399131. 5140900. JOSEPHINE LODE DEVELOPED
330 401732. 5140641. LADY HENNESSEY LODE UNDEVELOPED
331 403462. 5140614. MAE LILLY MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
332 403462. 5140614. WOODROW WILSON MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
333 403462. 5140614 . ELDORADO AND PLATEAU LODE UNDEVELOPED
334 401903. 5140603. LULA BELLE LODE DEVELOPED
335 409867. 5140577. VENUS MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
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336 392198, 5140062. MONARCH LODE DEVELOPED
337 410965, 5139758. LONE EAGLE QUARTZ LODE DEVELOPED
338 398742. 5139301. SOLAR PEARL LODE DEVELOPED
339 408371, 5139056. MT QUEEN MINE LODE UNDEVELOPED
340 417915. 5138889. MAMMOTH MINE LODE DEVELOPED
341 400507. 5138809. BUCKEYE LODE DEVELOPED
342 400656. 5138776. ENTERPRISE LODE DEVELOPED
343 357210. 5137050.
GEOLOGIC COMPILATION OF THE HELENA STUDY AREA
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GEOLOGIC KEY
I Faults
I Tertiary and Cretaceous Intrusives 
Tertiary  and Cretaceous Volcanics 
} ^  Mesozoic and Paleozoic Formations 
[*7 | Precambrian Formations 
I Precambrian Sills
j Tertiary  and Quaternary Formations
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